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The book that started the Quiet RevolutionAt least one-third of the people we realize are
introverts. It really is to introverts—Today with Extra Libris material, including a reader’ who favor
working on their very own over working in teams. They are the ones who prefer listening to
speaking;Rosa Parks, Chopin, Dr. Seuss, Steve Wozniak— Passionately argued, superbly
researched, and filled with indelible tales of real people, Calm has the capacity to
permanently change how we see introverts and, equally important, how they see themselves.s
guide and bonus contentIn Calm, Susan Cain argues that we dramatically undervalue
introverts and shows just how much we lose in doing so. She charts the rise of the Extrovert
Ideal through the entire twentieth century and explores how deeply it provides arrive to
permeate our lifestyle. She also introduces us to effective introverts—from a witty, high-octane
presenter who recharges in solitude after his talks, to a record-breaking salesman who quietly
taps in to the power of questions.that we owe most of the great contributions to society. who
innovate and create but dislike self-promotion; 
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This Book Saved My Life. I'm an introvert and scanning this publication made me discover
myself differently, in a great way. but this publication taught me that there are methods to
make that work, too, if you understand and honor the need for recharging around such jobs,
rather than trying to force yourself to do them 8 hours a day with no break. I'm not prone to
melodrama, or to such excessively longer reviews, but that is true, and so vital that you me, I
must say it. I've been working for years within an extremely busy law workplace. Excellent read!
The author's physical descriptions promoted the countless situations mistaken stereotype 'nerd'
appearance. It has happened many times before, and while it was dreadful, I managed, but
for some reason this time I simply couldn't handle it.. EASILY feel like this, I understand there must
be others who do as well. I did so, in fact, feel just like I was eliminating myself with this way of
life, but I simply didn't have the energy to fix some of it, or for that matter possess any idea how
exactly to fix it.We blamed myself - there has to be something `wrong with me' because I can't
handle the work. I needed to leave, but believed, if I can't handle this work, how am I likely to
handle a new job? Ironically, I worked way too hard, especially from 2003 to 2008. I believed I
was just getting soft because I was getting older (I'm in my own late 40s).I've often known I was
introverted, but We didn't realize just what all that entailed - We thought it mostly designed
`shy' or that I didn't like social settings.This book taught me more about myself than I've ever
known. Make sure you read this book. Nearly every page had a fresh insight into why I think
and feel just how I do. Totally recommend this book!We learned that the work circumstance I'm
currently in - the non-stop deadline demands, interruptions, under no circumstances being able
to work quietly or alone no matter how difficult a task was, mobile phones ringing incessantly,
people in my own face all day long, etc.! And I was subjecting myself to it 40 hours weekly, for
months.It's no wonder I was thus miserable and completely exhausted at all times. True, I worked
well hard to become a discovered extrovert (the happiest people on earth, by the way). The
only bothersome point about those scenarios was how the introverted children/people were
repeatedly referred to as thin/wiry/bespeckled.' I am not weak or a failure because I don't
experience or behave like my extremely extroverted boss (who thrives in high-energy crisis
setting, and is bored unless he's carrying out 10 things simultaneously - and expects ordinary
people to maintain).And definately not it being an age-related `heading soft,' what's probably
in fact going on is definitely that as I grow older, it is becoming increasingly crucial to me to
be truer to myself.We also found the info on the history of the "rise of the Lifestyle of Personality"
completely fascinating, it really gave me a fresh insight concerning just how we 'grew' this
inclination to value extroversion more than introversion.who knows. Therefore very much insight
on myself and others. It had been somewhat repetitive and simply seemed to be a collection of
a whole lot of words. Even though I'll always have the tendency to be hard on myself, this
publication and its insights have allowed me to grant myself some compassion and space to
breathe. Only after my buddy recommended this book if you ask me perform I finally experience
worthy and suitable (actually, dare I say, useful) to be an introspective one who thinks before
speaking or acquiring actions..A prime example from my life: We called myself weak easily had
trouble working 50+ hours weekly the way my peers appeared to do without problem. I believe
this book saved my entire life. It doesn't have to be all or nothing at all, in either direction. Now
I observe my biggest ailment all along offers been trying to match into patterns of behavior
which were fundamentally against my nature.I think every introvert should go through this book,
since it will help you realize why you are who you are, and just why that is clearly a beautiful
thing, not really a character flaw.Make sure you forgive me for being too upfront or dramatic,
but to place things in perspective I have made repeated attempts on my own life over the last



20 years and, not surprisingly, been plagued by severe, chronic, and recurrent depression and
anxiety since early childhood. You'll benefit. WOW! I discovered a whole lot about myself and
also have a greater appreciation for the strengths of both introverts and extroverts. Thank you,
Susan Cain, from the bottom of my heart (which is finally beating at a far more normal rate
because I'm not really panicked about going to work for the very first time in a few
months).Edited 11-13-14: It worked! I'm now working half-days in the office and half-days in the
home, and in a couple weeks will transition to working from home full time. I hardly ever
imagined that can happen.! and I have continued to share it with others. I'm not broken. My life
provides been on keep since this began, I go back home from work too exhausted to do
anything except veg out for a couple hours and go to bed, and also weekends aren't far
better.. just an introvert! I would like to express gratitude to Ms. But, I provide it a 3 star rating
because there were interesting points made - particularly about the Group Think and Team
Building areas of business that us introverts dread. But I've moved away from traditional work
to more freelance function and flexible telecommuting positions. I understand I will meet level of
resistance from my boss (I'd like for him to read this book, but however I understand he won't),
and I understand I won't immediately fix everything in one day time, and that I'll most likely
always need to be able to stretch out myself a little bit to accomplish things that aren't ideal
for me . I am not ‘weird’ or ‘shy’ or ‘anti-cultural’ as I have been labeled since childhood. And
I think everyone who understands an introvert should read this reserve, and quit attempting to
"repair us. I believe this book is a major turning stage for me. No more do I discover myself as
‘broken’, ‘ill’, or ’hopeless’, but simply an introvert in an extrovert's world. I am INFJ. That I
probably will get a place of value in the world when you are myself, not really trying to power
myself to be something I'm not. Essentially, I'm not out of the woods yet, but I now see the route
out, and I have hope.. Then, just to meet expectations, I'd force myself to venture out after use
the same coworkers I got just spent all day around when what I must say i wanted was time by
itself in order to decompress. WOW! I ignored my body's indicators, believed it was possible to
deny my requirements, and thought that pushing through the pain would be rewarded. No
question I was so unhappy. I was acquiring terrible care of myself and my life was falling aside.!
Those findings told me that I truly am hard-wired this way. If just how I ingest the world cannot
ever be changed, then it's up if you ask me to get the grace to state “This is just just how I
am.”Today I realize I cannot modification who I am at the primary, but I can learn to love
myself. It is also my duty to get around through existence with techniques that are sustainable
and healthy for me personally, and to overlook the ‘shoulds’ which were producing me ill. Cain
claims "shy" is different than introversion because shyness can be "fear of social judgment" --
why emphasize the importance of making introverts feel recognized and valued? Indeed,
culture can reap the benefits of our exclusive perspective if it could only take the time to pay
attention to our carefully-formulated and frequently soft-spoken contributions.So far I don't yet
have a success story of how I have used this knowledge of myself to provide me from rags to
riches. All my life, I've acquired this intangible feeling to be ‘wrong’ or ‘flawed’, or at the
minimum a minority atlanta divorce attorneys walk of life. I am hoping that armed with this
newfound self-acceptance I'll eventually have the ability to make my introversion function for
me personally, instead of pressuring myself to 'succeed' in spite of this trait. If only she would
create a new book assisting jabberwockies like me discover ways to be calm around others,
again. I’m still a function happening.For now, I make an effort to do my component by calling
fellow introverts, recommending this book, and letting them know I find them beautiful just the
way they are. For the time being, in the event that you haven't read Calm, please do.My wish



for everyone who feels like an outsider is to learn this book. Your family will benefit. Once you
become comfortable with yourself, the world and its own possibilities will start. It read like my
biography. Susan, please write a new book helping jabberwockies want me... Most of my close
friends see me while an extrovert (or, what the literature phone calls an extravert). I've
motivated several colleagues to read it as well, as there are even more of us introverts inside
our department than most people realize Excellent / insightful read This book was shred with
me. Rather, I'm a deeply introverted individual. And as enlightening as it was to understand
how many of the characteristics I've beat myself up for through the years are just a product of
my introverted temperament (being highly sensitive, shutting down when put through stimulation
overload, preferring to think a thing through just before I speak - something I under no
circumstances reach do at function, as if it takes me a lot more than 5 secs to say something, I
obtain interrupted and cut off), the most crucial thing I got from this book is that it's okay to
become myself, it's okay to feel just how I do. It'll probably be even more of the same.
Eventually, it became extremely hard for me to be peaceful around others. No question most of
my close friends say there's no method I could be considered a deeply introverted individual.
In the opening chapters of her acclaimed book, Calm, Susan Cain "proves" my secret identity is
my real identification. I guess I need to change my description of success from monetary wealth
and externally recognized achievements, to 1 that focuses on my internal balance and
contentment day-to-time. And I make sure to plan alone time into my days and activities in
order to keep my mental stability."This means pretty much the entire country (or world) should
read this reserve. Chances are you're just an introvert and either don't know it, or have been
taught that extroversion is the only way. Your friends and colleagues will benefit. Highly
recommended!? Great! Love it! easy stimulating read i know the evaluations are varied on this
book, however i like reading others sights, perspectives and appreciate when i actually find a
writer with the ability to explain in a manner that keeps me personally turning the pages. It
open up a new point of view of “what’s ok” in socializing Some great points but some
disappointing content I came across the first section of the book a struggle to get thinking
about. Not only the courage, but the `authorization' and the understanding - because I now
know there isn't something wrong with me, but instead this is what I have to do to become my
best self, and stop killing myself with stress. i have a tendency to navigate to analytical to the
idea discussions. There is not something `incorrect with me' that I must `fix. Since reading it, my
mental health has improved significantly. I didn't wear glasses as a youngster and I was
relatively athletic. 8 weeks ago my boss fired my coworker, and I've since had to take on two
people's work plus train multiple brand-new people (as the 1st two didn't stay), all with
constant, the whole day interruptions, high-intensity needs, and a high level of multitasking.
Cain for she has made it officially OK to be me. Being an introvert is not a bad thing This book
is well crafted and interesting. It’s Well-backed by long term studies yet readable for a non-
professional. This book will provide you with back yourself, and in my case, my life. The world
needs both! it was a satisfying, mentally stimulating yet easy read from a satisfying
communicator. It's been growing harder and harder through the entire years for me to handle
this job. NO Exaggeration. I'm not... This book allowed me to finally accept myself. I'm not a
lover of labels in the first place, but that is clearly a pretty wide umbrella to group people
under, and she nearly makes "extroversion" sound like a synonym for "obnoxiousness",
"shallowness", "superficiality", or "stupidity".. Use of "introvert" label isn't entirely convincing Susan
Cain's publication titled "Quiet" is fine, so long as you accept her definition of an "introvert" as
simply being a person who features better with lower degrees of stimulation, including sociable..



We of the personality type will not only improve our very own existences, but also possess the
capability to make the globe better and even more well-curved. The introverts I know couldn't
care less about approval. Cain's suggestions for producing workplaces and schools nicer
environments for "introverts" are all well and good, but sound a bit self-indulgent or like luxuries
that many institutions may be unwilling or struggling to provide, because of limitations of time,
spending budget, space, assets, etc., or just because all institutions derive from some type of
inequality which inevitably leaves some feeling as though they're treated unfairly if their choices
aren't indulged or accommodated.... It creates so much more sense right now. The wealth of
information and insights in this publication cannot be overstated - particularly if you are an
introverted kind of person who has always felt there was something not quite correct about
you, or that you in some way needed to change to fit in or succeed.The research cited in this
book show there are obvious neurological differences in the manner introverted brains process
sensory information.! What happened again and again is I would press myself until I developed
migraines or additional physical symptoms. Through the entire book I saw my very own self
described in fresh and empowering ways. It's amazing what turns into possible when you finally
recognize you deserve everything you currently knew you needed. - particularly when it's work
that I actually don't treatment anything about personally - those will be the exact situations
that trip each one of a solid introvert's triggers.This book gave me the courage I had a need
to start taking the steps to fix my work situation. An absolutely must examine. I can’t express just
how much wisdom and insight I've received from reading this book. A brand new insight in many
traits we frequently under appreciate. written by an attorney; I came across the average
person scenarios in the next half of introverts coping with their globe and how parents
parented introverts to end up being interesting. Highly recommend! without doubt well worth
the addition to my library.
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